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BACK TO NORMAL ? - MICHAEL WYNNE
After a year, and number of false starts,
it appears we can start thinking about
returning to how things were prepandemic.
Last Monday, the Government
announced its roadmap for lifting the
restrictions in England and reopening
‘non essential' businesses.
If all goes well, outside drinking in beer
gardens will be allowed from 12 April.
Pubs should open using the ‘rule of six’
from 17 May, and all restrictions lifted
from 21 June.
The last year has been awful for the
licensed trade, and government support
for pubs has been pitiful.
Although the first tentative phase is
expected in. April, do not expect a
deluge of reopenings as both pubs and
customers are likely to be cautious at
first about social mixing again. We are
not aware of any permanent closures
and it far too early to assume everything
will reopen.
There have been a number of positive
developments, including the expansion
of Blues Micropub in Whitburn, and
second micropub on Sea Road in
Fulwell.
An alarming development is the sale by
Brains, the last regional brewer in Wales
of its pubs to Marston’s and attempt by
an American hedge fund to buy
Marston’s pubs. Shorn of their pubs, this
would leave the future of the remaining
breweries in a precarious position.
The market for most breweries' products
vanished when pubs were forced to
close.

Many have kept going with sales of
bottles, cans and minikegs either from
their brewery shops or the specialist
beer shops that have sprung up in the
last year, or through pubs allowed to do
off sales. This, however, represents a
small part of their income.
On the downside, not all breweries are
licensed to sell their beer at their
brewery.
Add to this, the decision to ‘reform’ small
brewer’s relief, this allows small brewers
to pay lower rates of duty on some of
their output, rising slowly once the
threshold has been passed.
Although CAMRA and SIBA and others
mounted a campaign, it was in vain.
Brewers received no support during the
last year, and I have anecdotal evidence
from someone in the trade that he knows
of five brewers who are on the brink and
could go under, or decide it’s not worth
carrying on. It makes you think the
government doesn’t like brewing!
Consolidation in the brewing industry
should also be expected. Heineken has
acquired South West London’s
Battersea Brewery.
It is more important than ever that we
support well run pubs and small breweries.
As we prepare this issue for publication,
there are hints in papers sympathetic to
the government, that a lower rate of duty
is being considered for beer sold in pubs
to counter supermarket sales. How this
would work are a matter of speculation.
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MEMBERSHIP REPORT

As I sit in my office typing this and looking out in the direction of the Marine pub
here in South Shields, the sun is shining and I'm feeling that with the vaccine roll
out (I'm hoping for mine soon) there is definitely light at the end of a very long
tunnel. After almost 12 months, I'm very much looking forward to seeing all my
CAMRA friends again in the hope that we will all be getting back to some kind of
normality in the next three months or so.
The membership figures today (28th February) show a reduction once again but
I'm hopeful that soon, we will see increases once again. With last months
numbers in brackets, here is the up to date position.
National 169,611 (171,452),
Sunderland and South Tyneside 553 (561).
Tyneside and Northumberland 1842 (1857),
Durham 734 (745),
Cleveland 781 (798)
Darlington 403 (404).
Thank you to all of you for your continued membership during these difficult times.

Peter Tong, Membership Secretary,
Sunderland & South Tyneside Branch

IN CASE YOU MISSED IT NEWS
Bank Scam Warning from CAMRA
Our attention has been drawn to a banking scam, being issued in
CAMRA's name and claiming a direct debit payment is due. This scam
is being sent via text message. It will appear to be a genuine message
from your bank and will invite you to click on a link to stop the payment.
Please do not click on any links in any text messages from your bank,
and do not enter any personal information or login in details if
requested - if you are suspicious about a message, please contact your
bank for confirmation.
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PUB PROTECTION AND PUB NEWS
We have the approval this month of a change of use
planning application by Sunderland Council for The Dun
Cow in Sunderland. The application is to restore the 1st
Floor back from restaurant use to a function room with
the aim of the area being used as a comedy club on
Fridays/Saturdays & other activities on other nights.
Apparently the upstairs back bar is just as stunning as
the one downstairs ( right) .The application approval was
also reported in the Sunderland Echo and I’ve passed
the information to the CAMRA Pub Heritage Group as
the pub is listed in the national inventory
https://pubheritage.camra.org.uk/pubs/152 .
There’s an interesting “Heritage Statement” attached to
the application worth reading :https://online-applications.sunderland.gov.uk/onlineapplications/applicationDetails.do?activeTab=docu
ments&keyVal=QLSY1VBBMZH00.
In general the continued investment is a good sign that
we will see this historic venue reopen when able to do
so. It’s not been open since the first lockdown.
Some worrying news on the Queen Vic pub on Victoria Road just south of in South
Shields town centre. The pub formerly run by Cameron’s was closed before
COVID19. The new owners, a Performing Arts and Fitness company, are currently
renovating the upstairs function room area as a “studio/function room”. I’ve asked
them if the downstairs will remain a public bar and received a response that plans
for downstairs have still to be determined?
Please let me know if you hear any further info on this venue or indeed any other
proposed pub changes of use in our branch area.
Nationally the CAMRA Planning Advisory Group has issued to local council
planners the 4th CAMRA planning newsletter. This edition provides local planners
with CAMRA resources for assessing pub viability, and asks them to guard against
the loss of pubs based on claims of short-term financial difficulty caused by
COVID-19.
Also to remind anyone involved in a “Save my Pub” group that they can contact
me for help & can find CAMRA’s excellent “Save you Pub Guide” here:
https://camra.org.uk/pubs-and-clubs/current-campaigns/save-your-local-pub/
(More pub news on next page) .

Ian Monteith Preston. (Contact@sst.camra.org.uk)
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MORE PUB NEWS
On February 22nd the Government
announced that from April 12th pubs with
gardens can open for outdoor drinking.
The first to break cover was The Guide
Post in Ryhope. Its garden was smartened up during lockdown one - see right
According to the Sunderland Echo, this
was closely followed by The Saltgrass
and Poetic Licence, both in Sunderland.
The Cask Lounge, South Shields will
also open with table bookings only.
If there are anymore, either send an
email or update the relative pub’s
Whatpub entry. Thanks.
Blues Micropub in Whitburn have received planning permission for their expansion - an upstairs area and garden. They have also resumed a takeaway service,
being open Friday & Saturday 1.30 -7.30 and Sunday 1.30 - 6pm
It was announced in the Chronicle that Harton Hop House has been given
permission to open for breakfast and close later when the rules allow
There is a website called https://www.findmypub.com/, which lists pubs available
to rent or buy. In our branch are :- The Bird Inn, Keel Boat, Honest Boy, Blue Bell all Washington ; Wheatsheaf West Boldon and Legacy and Flanigans, Sunderland.
None are real ale pubs.

Click/Collect or Delivery - please contact each establishment for
any clarification
Craft Beer Newcastle

https://craftbeernewcastle.co.uk/

Hydrology Online Store

Delivery only

https://www.hydrologycraftbeer.
co.uk/

Little Shop

Sunderland

https://thelittleshop.uk/

Saltgrass

Sunderland

0191 5436309

Sea Change

South Shields

https://seachangeshop.square.si
te/shop/craft-beer/2

Ship Isis

Sunderland

0191 567 3720
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BREWERY UPDATE
Darwin Brewery News
Their lockdown beer sales from the brewery have been a success
and will continue after restrictions are eased. They provide
delivery to SR, NE and DH postcodes as well a click and collect.
( Mon - Thurs) - See website for more info
https://www.darwinbrewery.com/ Contact is 0191 5499450
DARWIN BREWERY

Recent bottled brews have been Rolling Hitch IPA and Tall Ship
Lager ( thanks to Gav at Darwin for use of photo).

Maxim Brewery
Opening hours :Tuesday - Saturday open till 3pm. Drive
thru collection days are Wednesday, Friday
and Saturday. Call 0191 5848844
Bottled beers only, namely :Maxim Pils, American Pride, Maxim, Swedish Blonde, Maximus, Simcoe Kid,
Raspberry Porter and Samson
Two additional bottled beers are being brewed and will be available soon. These
are Medusa, an IPA and Maverick, an American Brown Ale. ( Thanks top Glen at
Maxim for the picture).
One More Than Two Brew - Their click and collect is available Thursdays and
Fridays from 3pm - 5pm, and Saturday Noon - 3pm. They also do deliveries
every Friday between 7pm and 8pm.
Looking at their website , 1morethan2brew.com they are offering an extensive
range of local beers from most of the regions brewers.
Fancy volunteering as a Brewery Liaison Officer ?
This role is one of maintaining a good relationship and dialogue between CAMRA
and our local breweries. There are two positions :One More Than Two Brew South Shields & Vaux Brewery Sunderland.
If interested please send an email to contact@sst.camra.org.uk. For more
information click on the link below :https://camra.org.uk/volunteers-area/regional-information/brewery-liaisoninformation-for-officers-co-ordinators/
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REGIONAL NEWS
Durham CAMRA have decided not to hold their 40th beer festival a full update
on the reasons why can be found on their website..:https://durhambeerfestival.org.uk/
Durham Brewery appointed a Head Brewer
last year, Simon Whittington. He has
produced his first bottled beer, a new
Chocolate & Coconut Porter, called Bounty
Hunter. Sounds delicious ! The brewery has
an online shop as well as a shop onsite.
Durhambrewery.com
Meanwhile, further south, Black Sheep
Brewery have launched a new limited edition
bottle beer - Plum Porter. They too have an
online shop - blacksheepbrewery.com
So now up the wilds of Northumberland and the tiny village of Greenhaugh. It is
located in the National Park between Bellingham and Kielder Reservoir. The
village pub,The Holly Bush Inn has just been named the most hospitable
traditional hotel in the North East, according to the Hexham Courant. The award is
from the LUXlife magazine Resorts and Retreats Awards, apparently.
The Holly Bush features in the Good Beer Guide and is described as being over
300 years old, with no TV or mobile reception ! So there you go, one for the
bucket list.
There was an excellent article in the latest
CAMRA BEER magazine about Draught
Bass by Jeff Evans, although there is a little
known fact that was omitted, about The Sun
Inn in Stockton.
They sell a lot of Bass so they have a glass
fronted fridge and in it can be found pint
glasses with half pints of Bass chilling. So
when anyone orders a pint, they take one of
the half filled glasses out of the fridge and top
it up to a pint. The result is this cone shaped
head as you can see from the photo, which
appears on Whatpub. Thanks to Dave
Thornton from Durham CAMRA for this gem.
It is unclear whether they supply wafers with
the beer.

https://whatpub.com/pubs/CLV/1
2-0178/sun-inn-stockton-on-tees
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PRESS RELEASES
https://camra.org.uk/about/media-centre/press-releases/
4th Feb 2021 - Commemorative anniversary title pulls back the curtain on 50
years of CAMRA campaigning
50 Years of CAMRA, by beer writer Laura Hadland, contains first-hand accounts
from members and industry professionals, detailing the highs and lows of one of
the world’s most successful consumer organisations. It is now available for
pre-orders with copies officially available on CAMRA’s birthday, 16 March 2021
https://camra.org.uk/press_release/commemorative-anniversary-title-pullsback-the-curtain-on-50-years-of-camra-campaigning/
5th Feb 2021 - Beer lovers spend £150k on
local businesses using beer delivery app
Brew2You
This app, which launched in May 2020, has been a
hit with consumers and the trade alike, generating over £150k for the industry
throughout the lockdowns
https://camra.org.uk/press_release/beer-lovers-spend-150k-on-localbusinesses-using-beer-delivery-app-brew2you/
22nd Feb 2021 - Responding to the Prime Minister’s statement in the House
of Commons announcing a four-part plan to lift lockdown in England,
CAMRA National Chairman Nik Antona said:
While we understand the Government’s cautious approach, this will nonetheless
be a disappointing announcement for the beer and pub industry, which looks set to
be the last to be allowed to properly re-open.
https://camra.org.uk/press_release/more-financial-support-needed-for-pubsafter-roadmap-statement-only-provides-for-limited-re-opening-camra/

23rd Feb 2021 - Financial support needed in next week’s Budget as roadmap
won’t see proper pub re-opening
CAMRA is urging Chancellor Rishi Sunak to provide vital ongoing financial support
for pubs, social clubs and breweries to help them cope with months of restrictions
announced in the roadmap for England this week.
https://camra.org.uk/press_release/financial-support-needed-in-next-weeksbudget-as-roadmap-wont-see-proper-pub-re-opening-camra/
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GOOD BEER GUIDE 2022 - A heads-up!
CAMRA members have recently been
informed that CAMRA will publish the
Good Beer Guide 2022.
Because of the impact of COVID19
lockdowns the volume of beer quality
data usually used by CAMRA branches
has been reduced this year so the
decision to publish was only made after
a lot of consultation/debate and some
changes to the usual annual cycle of
preparation for publishing. It has been
decided the benefits of a GBG 2022,
especially the support it offers our pubs
selected for entry outweigh any
disadvantages
The usual approach to GBG in the
Sunderland and South Tyneside branch
is that all CAMRA members (including
visitors from other branches) are
encouraged to score pubs on beer
quality on every visit. These scores are
collated between January and
December.
From January of the next year the
scores are used to develop a league
table of pubs within our branch and the
top pubs are surveyed for accuracy
before becoming the pubs we put
forward to make up our allocation. (22
entries in recent years.) Up to late May
there is an iterative process between the
branch, the regional director and the
publishing team - reading and correcting
drafts etc. with the book published in
September.
For the GBG 2021 all was good with
respect to raw data. The data was a full
year and the pub selection/surveys all
competed prior to the first COVID19
lockdown. At that time there was
concern some entries may not survive

lockdown. So publication of GBG 2021
was delayed a month and extra time
provided to branches to remove any
permanently closed pubs. When pubs
reopened (from July 7th) All but two of
our entries bounced back quickly and
visitors were happy to report the beer
quality served in all of them remained
good. The two that didn’t reopen in 2020
both stated they had plans to reopen
‘soon’ so weren’t removed before
publication.
For GBG 2022 we have scoring data for
the first and third quarters of 2020 (ie
before and after lockdown 1) but none
for quarter two and little for quarter four
(due to Tier Three restrictions and
lockdown two). So we have a league
table for this edition based on 2020 Q1
and Q3 scores but as pubs are still in
lockdown two questions remain: Will a
selected entry reopen and if they do will
the quality of its beer remain high
enough to justify GBG 2022 inclusion?
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Continued Over

With those two questions in mind the
process for 2022 is as follows: Branches
have a 20% reduction in their allocation.
So we only expect 18 entries…Making it
tougher than usual this year for our best
pubs to get into GBG! Thus in addition to
our top 18 entries we will provide the
publishers with several reserve entries.
GBG 2022 will like last year be published later than the usual date and more
importantly we will be able to replace
any of our initial 18 entries with a
reserve until shortly before the point that
the presses start to role! (i.e. The 18
entries we provide will effectively only be
provisional until shortly before printing)
How does will this affect YOU as a
CAMRA member? …The Government
has now indicated pubs can start to

open and serve outdoors from 12th April
extended to indoors from 17th May.
(Subject to number and other social
distancing restrictions).
So as soon as pubs do reopen we need
members to visit pubs (once you feel
safe to do so) and most importantly:
Score pubs for beer quality. Also report via WhatPub’s “Submit Updates” tab
any new information or changes. We
really will need you to help provide
this data asap to ratify the entries
we’re making to GBG 2022 and
ensure the pubs we put into GBG
2022 are the top 18 pubs in our area
serving the best quality real ale.

Ian Monteith Preston

WE ARE HAVING A CLEARANCE SALE.

We have a limited stock of T-shirts & Polo shirts from past Beer
Festivals that we would like to clear from our store For more
details follow the link below :https://sst.camra.org.uk/wordpress/?page_id=1404
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A LOOK BACK AT (PART ONE) - 2020
Who would have thought that on March 11th 2020, when these photographs
were taken, we would be nine days away from when pubs would be told to close.
Presentations were made in The Marine South Shields for Branch Pub of the
Year, Sth Tyneside Cider Pub of the Year ( both the Marine), and Branch Club
of the Year ( Mid Boldon Club)

Michael Wynne presents Alex Chandler with the Pub of the Year Certificate
and Trophy

Steve Clough presents Alex and Steph Chandler with the Sth Tyneside Cider
Pub of the year, while Steve Drummond is presented with the Branch Club of
the Year
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A LOOK BACK AT ( PART TWO) - 2011
CAMRA ANGLE Issue 24 ( Summer
2011) was the first issue of that year and
was available in plain paper format - i.e.,
pre glossy. These are a selection of what
appeared. For the whole magazine go to
https://camraangle.sst.camra.org.uk/doc
uments/Issue24.pdf
Our pub of the year was The Steamboat
in South Shields and the current
licensee Kath Brain can be seen proudly
clutching the trophy
The branch club of the year was the
Ashbrooke Sports in Sunderland,
It was reported that Wetherspoons had opened two new pubs, The Wild Boar in
Houghton and the Cooper Rose in Sunderland. Also Jarrow Brewery were set to
acquire their first Sunderland pub, The Ship Isis.
On the subject of Jarrow Brewery, it was
reported they were outgrowing the
Maltings and were looking for new
premises. Maxim had launched Wild
Boar Bitter , which has not been seen for
a while. Darwin had entered their
excellent Extinction ale at the CAMRA
Winter Beer Festival, as had Bull Lane
(remember them ?) with Sauce of the
Naill.
The overall winner was Hop Back Entire
Stout
CAMRA published their annual prices survey. The average price of a pint in
February 2011 was £2.84, while the average price for real cider was £3.01p
Finally , there are four feature articles ; A visit to The Maltings in York; the
Newcastle Beer Festival; a review of 300 Beers To Try Before You Die and
Minicasks. The latter features Coppy Lane Stout from the now defunct Stables
Brewery at Beamish.
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Beer in the UK – Issue 1 Reflections on Q1 2020 by Tim Webb
Vice-Chair (Beer) of Real Ale, Cider and Perry Campaigns Committee
This briefing paper outlines the state of the UK brewing industry at the beginning of
2020, before COVID and Brexit happened. There will be a follow-up paper, hopefully
around June, about the scale of any changes that have occurred during 2020-21.
The setting
Globally, the beer brewing business produces just shy of 2 billion hectolitres per
annum (hl pa), and makes up roughly 5% of the world’s economy. It is in effect a
single, integrated international business, with even the smallest local brewery
having the potential to use existing supply chains to sell its beers anywhere in the
world where sale of alcohol is legal. This report deals with beer production and sales
in the UK only.
Back in 1980 the UK produced 67 million hl of beer, around 88% of which was sold
in the on-trade, mostly in pubs. By 2019, the amount of beer produced had fallen by
one third to 46 million hl, the proportion sold in the on-trade had fallen to just 46%,
and was continuing to fall by around 2% a year.
The beers sold can broadly be divided into
● big brands from big breweries;
● beers from independent breweries; and
● imported beers.
Big brands from big breweries
General points:
● The brewery companies with actual or near global span are AB InBev
(Budweiser, Stella, Corona and many more: global production 561 million hl pa
in 2019), Heineken (2nd largest: 241 hl pa); Carlsberg (4th: 112); and
Molson Coors (5th: 93)
● The 3rd largest is CR Snow (114), biggest of the Chinese giants that include
Tsingtao (6th: 80), Yangjing (8th: 38) and Pearl River (21st: 12.5). These are
largely owned by the Chinese government and are thought to have huge
buying capacity
● The four big Japanese brewers, Asahi (7th: 57), Kirin (13th: 28), Suntory
(26th: 9) and Sapporo (29th: 8) rarely compete with each other for their
global acquisitions
● Multinational beer brands are usually owned by one company, but may be
licensed to its “competitors” on a country-by-country basis, the rights to brew
and / or distribute them changing hands fairly frequently, sometimes as a
way of placating local regulators concerned about monopolies
● Nowadays, the value of a large brewing company is determined largely by the
theoretical value of its brands, research ideas and technology patents, rather
than the amount of land, kit and property that it owns.
Continued Over
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Defining what proportion of UK beer production comes from the four global brewers
is made difficult by those last two bullet points. However, it is safe to say that at
least 66% of the beer consumed is their brands. These companies hold a roughly
one-third stake in the large PubCos, and exert additional control of the market
through exclusivity and deep discount deals made with PubCos, supermarket and
off-license chains, and others.
Trends:
Before COVID, beer production in the largest brewers’ core businesses had been
reducing, slowly but steadily, for some years. They saw growth in low alcohol beers,
‘craft’ brands acquired through takeovers and investment, and had a few other niche
successes but saw obvious reductions in sales of many of their bigger brand,
commodity beers.
Independent breweries and their beers
General points:
● The EU’s working definition of an independent brewery, for the purpose of
defining eligibility for reduced alcohol duty, is “legally and economically
independent of any other brewery”. Beyond such simplicity, agreement ends
● So, if Beavertown is 49% owned by Heineken, is it still independent?
● The biggest family-owned brewery in the world is Bordeaux-based BGI
Castel (9th: 37), which owns dozens of breweries across Africa yet is still
the junior partner in a wine business owned by the same family. Is that
independent?
● The largest UK-registered brewing company by volume is Diageo (14th: 26),
the wines & spirits giant that owns Guinness. Should we consider it
independent?
● The second largest is assumed to be CK Asset Holdings (CKAH: formerly
Greene King), though it no longer publishes its output volume. Smaller Hall
& Woodhouse, Shepherd Neame and BrewDog, all came in around 0.4
million hl in 2019
● For the purpose of these reports, “independent” will mean “smaller than
Greene King and less than 20% owned by another brewery company”.
Pre-COVID, the UK had just under 2,000 independent breweries, of which around
1,750 were in regular production. A similar number had opened since 1980 and
then shut again. Well over half of these independents produce(d) less that 2,000 hl
pa, many concentrating on supplying their local area, often only with cask ale.
Continued over
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Those that had expanded beyond such a size did so broadly in three ways:
striking regional and / or national distribution deals;
focusing on off-mainstream beer styles and formats using smaller
containers – many dubbed “craft brewers”
(iii)
reaching supply deals with smaller pub chains, either intended to be
longer-term partners, or else to be linked companies that are separate legal
entities.
(i)
(ii)

Trends:after the turn of the millennium, beers from independent breweries
struggled as much as the big brands, as drinkers’ preferences moved away from
‘a few pints at the local’ to ‘a few cans/bottles at home’. However, since around
2012, independents began to benefit, like brewers in the rest of the world, from
the burgeoning interest in locally-made and specialty beers. Before this, the UK
had been one of very few countries in the world where the proportion of beer
being made by big breweries had been increasing.
Imports
The Brexit vote in 2016 had several immediate consequences. The most obvious
was the 15% reduction in the value of Sterling against other major currencies. This
has now become 20% and has yet to show any sign of improving post-Brexit. This
has had the effect of raising the cost of imported beers.
Up to 2016, beer imports consisted mostly of bulk-buy, big-brand lagers, made more
cheaply abroad. With the currency crash, the UK became a cheaper place in which
to brew, as wages and other costs fell, relative to elsewhere. Beer imports dropped
significantly and, to a lesser extent exports rose, leading to a small increase in
production. This was sufficient to shore up the UK’s position as Europe’s 2nd and
the world’s 9th largest beer producer, which had been threatened in recent years by
both Poland and Spain.
A look at the data reveals that pre-COVID, despite the fall in the value of Sterling,
the importation of specialty beers appeared to increase somewhat. Once again, this
reflected the rise of interest in off-mainstream, more interesting beers. These
proved to be less price-sensitive, with drinkers more readily comparing their price to
those of better wines, trending spirits and other up- market drinks.
At the time of writing, 5 weeks after the UK formally left the EU, the arrangements
around tariffs on beer imports from / exports to mainland Europe remain unclear in
some areas.
Trends:whether higher exports continue will depend on those import-export
arrangements being clarified; whether Sterling recovers from its all-time low; and, at
the special beers end, whether UK brands become coveted. What happens to upmarket imports will depend largely on whether price sensitivity becomes a bigger
issue post-COVID/Brexit; if climate concerns lead to new import tariffs; and how
good UK brewers become at imitating Czech lagers, American IPAs and Belgian
tripels.
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CIDER AND PERRY NEWS SUMMARY
Some notable cider and perry highlights in CAMRA's Learn and Discover
Zone :( you need to login as a CAMRA Member)
Ciderologist Gabe Cook has created a Cider timeline. Called A Brief History of
Cider, it can be found here:https://camra.org.uk/learn-discover/discover/cider-timeline/
Also available is How Cider Is Made
https://camra.org.uk/learn-discover/learn-more/learn-more-about-cider/howcider-is-made-part-1-fruits-and-orchards/

Pulling Together – Cider Initiatives
Did you know CAMRA has a map with all the cider and perry makers and bottle
shops who sell direct to the public on it? Entries in our region are The Town
Mouse, Newcastle and Fram Ferment, Framwellgate Moor, Durham
https://camra.org.uk/pullingtogether/cider-initiatives/
If you notice something is missing email: cider@camra.org.uk
Note : cider and perry are available in Brew2you

Cider and Perry News:
Discover Cider
Several Cider and Perry Makers have banded together to self-promote under the
banner Discover Cider,
https://discovercider.com/
The Neutral Cider Hotel has quickly become one of the largest cider podcasts in
the world:
This is presented by the aforesaid Gabe Cook.
https://www.neutralciderhotel.com/
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BBC RADIO 4 - THE FOOD PROGRAMME : PUNKS GROW UP
by Michael Wynne
I quickly became bored with the mind
or, in the 80's, Roger Calgary who as a
numbing offerings of television, and I
young man sang ‘Hope I die before I get
have rediscovered the delights of BBC
old’ and was the face of American
radio. Apart from classic comedy, drama Express in the 80’s. Love ‘em or loath
and panel shows, there are some
‘em, they’ve got chutzpah, well sort of. I
excellent factual programmes; The Food think the thing worse than being talked
Programme is one of the best.
about is not being talked about! You
should still be able to find this proI caught this on the first broadcast on a
gramme on BBC Sounds.
Sunday afternoon in mid January and
focused on Brewdog. Some people
A couple of days later, I came across an
admire them; but to others, they are the
episode of the BBC’S Inside the Factory
Great Satan. The host on this edition
on the Smithsonian Channel. You may
was Wild Card Brewery’s Jaega Wise,
already seen some of these. Gregg
who is a regular contributor to radio and Wallace gets annoyingly enthusiastic
TV on matters beery.
when touring mega food factories
assisted by Cherry Healey, and
The programme started with a brief
sometimes historian Ruth Goodman.
history of the company, whose first beer
was inspired apparently by Sierra
This episode was subtitled ‘inside
Nevada Pale, one of the pioneers of
Britain’s biggest brewery. This was the
craft brewing in the US. This is now a
Molson Coors plant in Burton upon
£2bn business, with over 100 bars
Trent and followed the production of
across Europe and North America with
Carling from the barley field to the can.
2000 employees. Their biggest skill
seems to self promotion, as shown by
The format of the programme is lots of
the Equity for Punks crowdfunding
Wallace getting excited about some
exercise. It seems strange that many
industrial process. This one is no
people bought into this without trying the different; lots of shouts of ‘amazing’ and
product.
‘wow’ and no real appreciation of the
process and end product. For someone
The other contributor was beer writer
who earns his crust from good food and
Pete Brown, who waxed lyrically about
healthy eating, this was poor. The
all things Brewdog. When asked what
paradox here is quantity equals quality. I
‘craft beer' is, he came up with four
got the impression he doesn’t
phrases to define it: autonomy of
understand beer.
brewing, skill, integrity and intent. So
that clears it up? Err, I don’t think so.
The rest of the programme consisted of
This is probably why CAMRA have
an excellent potted history of brewing in
shied away from giving us a definitive
England from Ruth Goodman from
description. Real ale is craft ale, but not unbilled ale, brewsters, ale conners, the
all craft is real ale.
introduction of hope and the move to
industrial scale brewing in the 17th
The £2bn Punks remind me of Johnny
century.
Rotten advertising Country Life butter,
Continued column 2 next page
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SHIVER ME TIMBERS! Ancient ales could hold secret behind “golden age of
beers” A press release from Sunderland University
One-hundred-and-twenty-year-old
bottles of beer have helped provide
insights into the make-up of ancient
ales.
Research from Brewlab and the
University of Sunderland has retrieved
live brewing yeasts from century old
bottles of beer to provide detailed
information of the microbiology of lost
Victorian and Edwardian stock ales.
Three bottles were retrieved by divers of
Global Underwater Explorers from the
shipwrecked vessel Wallachia which
sank after a collision in the Clyde
estuary in 1895. The ship carried a
mixed cargo including whisky and beer
from the McEwan’s brewery in Glasgow.
Two additional bottles were from the
Bass brewery in Burton upon Trent and
contained a 1902 10% ABV barley wine
brewed for a visit by King Edward VII.
Both beers represent examples of the
stock ales commonly reputed as the
best of British brewing due to their
complex yeast character, high alcohol
levels and long maturation.
The study, published in the Journal of
the Institute of Brewing, analysed
microbial DNA in the bottles by next
generation sequencing, identifying the
yeasts and bacteria initially present.
The research confirmed that traditional
beers were fermented with a mix of
yeast species. Lactic acid bacteria were
also identified and would contribute to
the complexity of the beer.
Analysis of the beer provided
information on the alcohol strength,
bitterness, pH, colour and residual
sugars so allowing recipes to be
developed.

Brewlab Director, Dr Keith Thomas,
said “This is a long running project in
collaboration with Global Underwater
Explorers who visited the Wallachia
wreck three times to retrieve bottles.
“Our analyses provide a unique insight
into the microbiology of Victorian and
Edwardian brewing which is often felt to
be a golden era of beers. We were very
fortunate to isolate living yeast which we
are studying in more detail.”
Dr Lewis Bingle from the University of
Sunderland said: “The use of advanced
molecular biology is increasingly helping
us to investigate artefacts. This is a
good example of where the past can
provide insight to future brewing.
“We look forward to tasting the
recreation compared to today’s beers.”
Andrew Pilley, of Global Underwater
Explorers, said: “The level of analysis
and findings presented by the team at
Brewlab has been fascinating. I am
really pleased that our recovery of these
bottles has facilitated this project and I
look forward to any future developments
with the research”.
From Page 20 :Next, was a piece about modern small
scale brewing and beer styles led by
Jaega Wise, who went through some
beer styles with Cherry Healy. Anyone
who has helped at a beer festival or
worked in pubs will be aware that female drinkers are more open to trying
new or unusual flavours and this was a
good segment of the programme.
Finally, a trial with some volunteers on
the effect of glass shape and serving
temperature on the flavour of beer.
Although not aimed at us, this was a
reasonable way to fill an hour.
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NOT IN THE PUB QUIZ
(Answers on next page)
1

Name the Premier League goal scorer who retired in 2006.

2

Which group had hits with Metal Guru and Telegram Sam?

3

In which country might vehicles be fitted with roo bars?

4

The Sarah Jane Adventures in BBC was a spinoff from which sci-fi TV series?

5
6

Name the Scottish singer who was once married to Maurice Gibb of the Bee
Gees?
Which telephone directory was advertised by J.R.Hartley?

7

Which comic saw the debut if “The Bash Street Kids” in 1954?

8

Who had a hit with “Sailing” in 1975?

9

Bock is a beer style from which country?

10 Which actor played Inspector Clouseau’s boss in the Pink Panther films?
11 With which northern port do you associate the mineral jet?
12 Which is further north, Workington or Whitehaven?
13 Which family brewery brews Tiger Best Bitter and Sunchaser?
14 What was the former name for Timothy Taylor’s Landlord Dark?
15 What do the initials GIF stand for?
16 What is the name the NASA Mars rover that landed there in February 2021?
17 Which is the only vowel not used as the first letter in a US State?
18 Whose nickname was the Little Corporal?
19 Which US TV chat show host was born in Highgate Tube Station London in
1944?
20 Which country did Formula 1 driver Ayrton Senna come from?

A skeleton walks into a bar and says
“ A pint of beer please, and a mop”
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AND FINALLY - QUIZ ANSWERS
1
2
3

Alan Shearer
T Rex
Australia

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Dr Who
Lulu
Yellow Pages
Beano
Rod Stewart
Germany
Herbert Lom
Whitby
Workington
Everards
Ram Tam
Graphics Interchange Format
Perserverance
E
Napoleon Bonaparte
Jerry Springer
Brazil
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